
This interactive course is designed to strengthen managers’ leadership 
skills and develop an understanding of how to lead their teams effectively 
by employing influencing skills. The course will start by identifying the 
challenges of leading, rather than managing, and then move on to identify 
strategies for using influence to manage change, resolve problems and 
difficulties within the team and communicate more influentially.

08 - 12 Jul 19 (London)
18 - 22 Aug 19 (Dubai)
09 - 13 Sep 19 (London)
04 - 08 Nov 19 (London)
19 - 23 Jan 20 (Dubai)
27 - 31 Jan 20 (London)
02 - 06 Mar 20 (London)
08 - 12 Jun 20 (London)

5  Training Days
London: £3600 + VAT
Dubai: $4400

Course Information

Companies nominating 3 or 
more delegates to attend 
the same programme will 
enjoy a special discount on 
the course fees.

Skills ATTAINED

At the end of the programme, 
an achievement certificate 
will be awarded on the basis 
of active participation and 
full time attendance. No 
examination required.
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 3 Evaluate your strengths and weaknesses
 3 Develop a plan for strengthening your skills
 3 Make a difference as an individual at any level in the organisation
 3 Establish credibility and maintain it over your career
 3 Operate across the organisation and constituent groups with expertise and ease.
 3 Understand why some people in your organisation have more impact than others
 3 Navigate the informal side of an organisation to get things done and make change happen
 3 Identify and read politically- charged situations 
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Leadership

This course is designed for managers, 
team leaders and executives with 
responsibility for leading others or 
those aspiring to those positions. It will 
benefit all those who require strong 
decision-making skills and the ability to 
lead and inspire their team.

Who Should Attend
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Course Profile

Strategies for Influential Leaders
 3 Leading beyond authority – influential leadership
 3 The power of emotional intelligence
 3 Influencing through authority or expertise
 3 Leading change and understanding conflict personal issues

Appreciating Leadership Challenges
 3 Developing self-awareness of your personal leadership style   
and its impact on others

 3 Distinguishing between leadership and management
 3 Developing your own natural authority through greater self-awareness

“It’s been an amazing course. 
I’m already planning now for my 
next course with LMC.”

Alyaa Al Sabeq
KOC, Kuwait

Course Booking

+44 (0) 207 724 6007

training@lmcuk.com
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Effective Communication
 3 Understanding the complexities of non-verbal communication
 3 Increasing buy-in with Coaching and Feedback
 3 The art of Persuasion and Influencing

Using Influence for Effective Team Performance
 3 Situational leadership
 3 Understanding and managing behaviour of individuals
 3 Benchmarking individual and team performance
 3 Giving positive and negative feedback
 3 Maximising creativity

Visionary Leadership in Action
 3 Motivating rewarding and leading teams
 3 Understanding how implementing creativity and innovation influences
 3 Effective problem-solving
 3 Collective decision-making

https://www.lmcuk.com/course/influential-communication-and-critical-thinking

